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Summary 
Web 2.0 has become the face of the next generation web. Web 
2.0 is more than anything else a new way for searchers to 
actually use the Web in a collaborative, interactive way. For web 
search, information retrieval technique is one of major researches. 
The recent advance in information retrieval is retrieval using 
context information. Considering the trends, a new information 
retrieval method is needed on context-aware Web 2.0 
environment. We propose a new information retrieval method 
using contextual information on the Web 2.0 environment. We 
describe the procedure for the just-in time information retrieval. 
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1. Introduction 

During the last years, the emergence of the Web 2.0 has 
revolutionized the way information is designed and 
accessed over the internet [1]. There are a number of Web-
based services and applications that demonstrate the 
foundations of the Web 2.0 concept. These include blogs, 
wikis, multimedia sharing services, and content tagging 
services [2]. Especially, tagging as a phenomenon 
corresponds with a Web 2.0 mentality that users can create 
not only content but a richer, more adaptive and 
responsive way to navigate and search both existing and 
new media. The tagging promises better and more intuitive 
information access through tag-based browsing, 
information retrieval [3]. 

A user's context affects how they interact with an 
information retrieval system, what type of response they 
expect from a system and how they make decisions about 
the information objects they retrieve [4]. An information 
retrieval system is concerned with retrieving all and only 
those documents which are relevant to any information 
need of any user. Information retrieval is intrinsically 
context dependent; what is relevant to one user in one 
place at one time can no longer be relevant to another user, 

in another place, or at another time. In principle, an 
information retrieval system should be context aware [5]. 

This situation calls for new approaches to information 
retrieval that incorporates the contextual information into 
the retrieval process, with the aim of delivering 
information to the users that is relevant within their 
current contexts.  

In this paper, we propose an information retrieval 
method using context information on the Web 2.0 
environment. In suggesting a new information retrieval 
method, we adopted the adapted PageRank [13] and 
context tags [14]. First, our proposed method is to model 
folksonomies with context tags. Then, it combines vector 
space based retrieval and adapted PageRank algorithms. 
Our proposed method provides the just-in time 
information retrieval. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
After introducing the related works in Section 2, the idea 
of information retrieval method using context information 
is illustrated in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we 
conclude the paper. 

2. Related Works 

A new breed of so-called ‘Web 2.0’ applications is 
currently emerging on the Web. These include user-centric 
publishing and knowledge management platforms like 
wikis, blogs, and social resource sharing tools [13]. 

 An essential part of Web 2.0 is is harnessing 
collective intelligence called folksonomy [9]. Folksonomy 
is collaborative tagging and method of collaboratively 
creating and managing tags to annotate and categorize 
content. Using traditional information retrieval, 
folksonomy contents can be searched textually. However, 
as the documents consist of short text snippets only (e.g., 
the web page title, and the tags themselves), ordinary 
ranking schemes such as TF/IDF are not feasible. 
FolkRank is adapted PageRank algorithm. In order to 
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employ a weight-spreading ranking scheme on 
folksonomies, FolkRank transforms the hyper-graph into 
an undirected graph. Then it applies a differential ranking 
approach that deals with the skewed structure of the 
network and the undirectedness of folksonomies [13]. 

Folksonomy-based information retrieval method uses 
contexts as tags [14]. Automatic tagging generated from 
context information provides effective folksonomy-based 
information retrieval in context-aware environment. 
Information is proactively suggested by taking into 
account the user’s current context.  

Context-Aware Retrieval (CAR) systems are 
concerned with the acquisition of context, its 
understanding, and the application of behavior based on 
the recognized context. Thus the CAR model includes, 
among the classical information retrieval model elements, 
the user's context, that is both used in the query 
formulation process and associated with the documents 
that are candidated for retrieval [6, 7]. 

The collaborative annotation refers to the practice and 
methods of collaboratively creating and managing 
metadata to annotate and categorize content. Collaborative 
annotation is a feature of many Web 2.0 services, where it 
is known also as social tagging. With the diffusion of Web 
2.0 services, social tagging has gained importance, thanks 
to the easy and informal approach that allows also non-
expert users to classify and find information: differently 
from traditional hierarchical system, users can freely 
choose tags to categorize contents. Although most people 
use tagging to organize their own content collection, even 
resources tagged for personal use can benefit other users. 
For example, if many users find something funny, there is 
a reasonable likelihood that someone else would also find 
it to be so [6, 8].  

Context-sensitive retrieval has been identified has a 
major challenge in information retrieval research. Several 
context-sensitive retrieval algorithms exist in the literature, 
most of them based on statistical language models to 
combine the preceding queries and clicked document 
summaries with the current query, for better ranking of 
documents. Towards the optimal retrieval system, the 
system should exploit as much additional contextual 
information as possible to improve the retrieval accuracy, 
whenever this is available. Ontology-based personalization 
is based on an ontology-driven representation of the 
domain of discourse, providing enriched descriptions of 
the semantics involved in retrieval actions and preferences, 
and enabling the definition of effective means to relate 
preferences and context [18]. However, they do not 
seriously consider information retrieval using context 
information on the Web 2.0 environment. 

3. Information Retrieval using Context 
Information 

Our method retrieves relevant information using the 
contexts on the Web 2.0 environment, and then provides 
the just-in-time information. In order to retrieve 
information on Web 2.0 context-aware environment, we 
consider both relevance to user’s contexts and popularity. 
Moreover, mobile environment is considered. 

The method is composed of two main tasks. The first 
task is to retrieve information using context and tags on 
Web 2.0. The second task is to provide information for 
each user’s contexts in mobile computing environment. 
Figure 1 shows the flow of the main tasks. We describe 
the steps in the following section. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Flow of information retrieval using context information 

3.1 Information Retrieval on Context-aware Web 2.0 
Environment 

Traditional information retrieval is finding documents of a 
text that satisfies an information need from within large 
collections [12]. Context-aware environments provide a 
challenging and exciting new domain for information 
retrieval. Identification of relevant information can be 
achieved by integration of existing methods from 
information retrieval and context-aware technologies [11]. 

In this task, we propose a new method for 
information retrieval on context-aware Web 2.0 
environment. Compared with the traditional information 
retrieval method, the method considers both context and 
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Web 2.0. For information retrieval on Web 2.0 
environment, we adopt the adapted PageRank by Hotho 
[13]. Moreover, we adopt the context tags by Kim [14] for 
information retrieval on context-aware Web 2.0 
environment. 

Conventional search engines consider both relevance 
and popularity to retrieve information. Vector space model 
is the most popular method for relevance [5, 10]. For 
popularity, PageRank method is the most popular [8]. In 
our method, vector space model and PageRank is adopted 
for relevance and popularity of information. 

The first task is to model folksonomies with context 
tags. The modeling algorithm is presented in [15]. The 
second task is to ranking information matching user’s 
context. 

In the second task, our method combines vector space 
model and PageRank algorithms. The task is composed of 
3 steps. In the first step, we compute vector space 
similiarity values on context-aware Web 2.0 environment. 
We adopt the existing our previous research [15]. A 
weight of information with context tag is calculated by 
adapting TF/IDF scheme. The context frequency is 
considered as term frequency in resource information. And 
then, similarity between current user’s context and 
resource information is computed. User’s current contexts 
are considered as a query. 
 In order to find some relevant information to a 
specific user’s context Cq, similarity SC between a context 
Cq and information Ii is computed as following equation. 
wji is the weight for context Cj in information Ii, wjq is the 
weight for context Cj in user’s context Cq, and k is the 
number of context tags tagged in source information. 

                   (1) 

In the second step, PageRank values on context-
aware Web 2.0 are computed. Result from the first task is 
a graph with the vertices of the sets of tags, users and 
resource information. In this step, adapted PageRank 
algorithm based on the model are performed. Then, the 
resource information is assigned PageRank value globally. 
The value means that resource information which is 
tagged with many context tags becomes important. 

In the third step, the result of the first step and the 
second step is composited. Formally, our method 
computes the composited ranking value on a context Cq 
and information Ii, CR(Cq, Ii).  

The composited ranking value for a information Ii is 
combination of the result of the second step, PR(Ii) 
together with the context-dependent value from the first 
step. The result of first step and it of the second step are 
composited using single adjustable parameter α (0≤α≤1). 

         (2) 

3.2 Just-in-Time Information in Mobile Environment 

From the previous section, our method retrieves 
information considering user’s context and popularity. 
Conventional search engine simply provides sorted 
information by rank value. However, in context-aware 
environment, information is mostly provided in mobile 
environment. 

One of the main characteristics of mobile 
environment is limited resources such as limited memory, 
limited computational power, and small screen [16, 17]. 
Our method considers the limited resource of the mobile 
environment. It makes information to provide just-in-
timely on the mobile environment. 

The first task is to sort information by ranking values. 
The second task is to provide information considering 
mobile environment. 

In the first task, the ranking values on all information 
for a user and user’s current context are sorted in 
descending order. And then, information is sorted 
according to sorted ranking. 

In the second task, mobile environment such as small 
screen is considered. The amount of information is 
restricted to a limited amount, K, by small screen of 
mobile device. Our method filters only top-K information 
from the result of the first task. 

4. Conclusion 

Information retrieval is fast becoming the dominant form 
of information access, overtaking traditional database style 
searching [12]. However, previous researches are focused 
on traditional computing environment. 

Web 2.0 and context-aware computing are the lastest 
trends in information technology. Considering the trends, 
a new information retrieval method is needed on context-
aware Web 2.0 environment. 

We propose an information retrieval method using 
context Information on the Web 2.0 Environment. Our 
method retrieves information using the tagged contexts on 
the Web 2.0 environment. 

In order to retrieve information on Web 2.0 context-
aware environment, we consider both relevance to user’s 
contexts and popularity. For relevance, we adopt 
traditional vector space method. For popularity, PageRank 
method is used. 

 The idea behind PageRank is that pages visited more 
often are more important. We already proposed the 
context tags in our previous research [14]. The context 
tags are useful information on context-aware Web 2.0 
environment. In this paper, the idea of PageRank is 
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adopted for information retrieval using the context tags. 
That is, information tagged context tags more often is 
more important. 

Moreover, the mobile environment is considered for 
context-aware computing environment. We consider a 
limited resource of the mobile device such as small screen. 
Our method filters only top-K information from retrieved 
information. 

In future work, we will implement the algorithm 
using context from sensor such as RFID. We also will 
make some applications using this method. 
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